Nanostructures and Oxidation Kinetics of Diesel Particulate Matters
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Abstract

Diesel particulate matters (PMs) must be removed from the exhaust gas emitted from diesel engines to protect the environment and human health; therefore, regulation of vehicle emissions has become increasingly strict. The nanostructures of diesel particulate matters emitted from an actual diesel engine and a diffusion flame burner were investigated by using a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) for better understanding. The single particulate’s sizes of both engine and burner were approximately 20-80 nm. The various size of particulate might be strongly related to drag and shear forces of fluid flow, Brownian motion force of gases molecules and electrostatic forces of charges carbon elements, even though such forces is the order of Pico-Newton. Thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA) was used to investigate chemical kinetics of PM oxidation. The apparent activation energies of engine’s PM oxidation were approximately 105kJ/mol and 248kJ/mol for hydrocarbon and carbon zones, respectively. On the other hand, the apparent activation energies of lamp’s PM oxidation were approximately 139kJ/mol and 218kJ/mol, respectively. Consequently, much amount of soluble organic fraction (SOF) emitted from an actual engine may be strongly affected to the low apparent activation energy at the low temperature oxidation zone. Similarly, an internal combustion engine operates with very high temperature and pressure. Structure of soot emitted from diesel engine may be strong carbon bonding resulting in increasing of the apparent activation energy of carbon oxidation.
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1. Introduction

Among internal combustion engines, diesel engines have the highest thermal efficiency. However, particulate matters (PMs) must be removed from exhaust gases that are emitted by diesel engines to protect the environment and human health. Diesel particulate matters consist of a solid fraction (SOL) and a soluble organic fraction (SOF). Primary particles, composed of carbon and metallic ash, are coated with SOF and sulfate. The mean diameter of the primary and agglomerated particles is usually in the range of 20–80 nm and 80–300 nm, respectively. The composition of particles from a diesel engine may vary widely depending on the operating conditions and fuel composition [1–5].

The nanostructures of primary soot particles have been characterized using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to understand them in detail. A primary soot particle has two distinct parts: an inner core and an outer shell. The inner core has a diameter of 10 nm and it is located at the central region of the primary particle [6, 7].

The electric charge of carbon particles sampled from combustion flames and diesel engines have also been reported. Carbon particles in the later stage of growth are assumed to be charged by thermionic emission and electron capture. The number of charges per particle is varies but average is two. The potential energy increases with increasing charge when the radius of the soot particle is fixed, and decreases with increasing radius for a constant charge [8, 9].

Dielectric particulate filters (DPFs) play an important role in particulate trapping and oxidation (regeneration of DPFs). A DPF is generally made of ceramic materials, such as cordierite or silicon carbide, consisting of many rectangular channels with alternate channels blocked using cement at each end. The exhaust gas is forced to flow through a channel wall having numerous micron-scale pores that trap the PM. Furthermore, the collected PM must be oxidized to regenerate the DPF and reduce the back pressure on the diesel engine. A number of studies have been performed to simulate particulate trapping and chemical reactions inside DPFs and provide valuable information in designing them [10–14].

Catalytic fuel additives and catalyst DPFs have been proven to reduce the overall activation energy required for particulate oxidation, resulting in lower-temperature oxidation compared to non-catalyst DPFs [15, 16]. The oxidation reaction of soot has been investigated using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and temperature program oxidation (TPO) to evaluate catalytic activities [17–20]. Moreover, the oxidation of soot on conventional and under developing DPFs were also reported [21–23].

Although structure and oxidation of particulate involve complex behaviors, very few information is available to aid in understanding such phenomena. In the present study, micro-, nano-structures and oxidation behaviors are investigated by using TEM and TGA to aid in better understanding and future designing of an ideal DPF configuration.

2. Experimental Procedure

Figure 1 shows an experimental procedure of nano-structures and oxidation behaviors are investigated by using TEM and TGA. A diesel fuel lamp (conventional diesel fuel of JIS K2204 No. 2) was used in the soot generation process. Part of the soot inside the diesel flame was introduced into PM collector through a bypass line. Similarly, a diesel engine (Robin SDG2200, manufactured by Subaru Co. Ltd.) with a displacement of 230 cm³ and a rated output of 2.8 kW was also used in the soot generation process. The fuel injection pressure was approximately 50 MPa. The engine was operated under a constant load of 2.0 kW at a constant speed of 3000 rpm throughout the experiment. Finally, particulate of each group are investigate by TEM, TGA and CHN. For the thermal and
oxidation analysis of oxidizable particulates, the operating conditions are as follow: temperature increases at a rate of 10 °C per minute from 15 °C to 700 °C with oxygen of 10% and nitrogen of 90% atmosphere.
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Fig. 1 Particulate emitted from a lamp and an engine are captured for characterization.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Structure of PM

Figure 2a and 2b shows TEM images of diesel particulates emitted by the diesel fuel lamp and the diesel engine, respectively. The uniform size of primary (single) ultrafine particulates can be clearly seen. The single particulate’s sizes of both engine and lamp were approximately 20-80 nm. Nanostructures such as density of crystallite and length of each crystallite of pure carbon inside diesel lamp and diesel engine PMs are very similar, as shown in Fig.3a (diesel lamp) and 3b (diesel engine).

Figure 4a shows TEM image of homogenous carbon crystallite. The crystallite of carbon was approximately 3–5 nm × 1 nm in length and thickness, respectively. A crystallite of carbon consists of approximately 3,000 atoms. A single particle of PM contains approximately 0.1 to 10 million atoms. A primary soot particle has two distinct parts: an inner core and an outer shell. The inner core has a diameter of 10 nm and it is located at the central region of the primary particle. The size of each crystallite and agglomeration of many crystallites and size of Primary particle might be strongly related to Brownian force of gas molecule, drag and shear forces of fluid dynamics, electrostatics forces of charge elements.

Moreover, some soot was agglomerated with ash (calcium), which included in lubricant oil, as shown in Fig.2b. It was clearly observed the different nanostructure of carbon and calcium. The pattern of carbon crystallite looks like a curve line (4a), where as the pattern of ash crystallite looks like a straight cross line (4b). Generally, ash is unburned additives of fuel itself and engine lubrication oil.

3.2 Composition of PM

The composition of each PM was characterized by CHN analyzer (oxidized gas analysis) for better understanding. The amount of unburned HC was estimated by using CHN analyzer during oxidation of PM emitted from the diesel engine compared to that on the diesel fuel lamp, as shown in Fig. 5. The mass fraction of C, H, N and others (ash, sulfate etc.) inside PMs were converted from gas analysis during combustion. The mass fraction of C inside PM emitted from the diesel engine smaller than that from the diesel fuel lamp, whereas the mass fraction of H and ash were largest. As a result, particulate emitted by the diesel engine might be composed of largest amount of adsorbed SOF compared to that by the diesel lamp. Moreover, much amount of other composition (ash, sulfate etc.) on particulate emitted from the diesel engine was also observed.

Fig. 2 TEM images of (a) lamp and (b) engine diesel fine particles (accumulate) of PMs.
Fig. 3 TEM images of (a) lamp and (b) engine diesel ultra fine particles (primary) of PMs.

(b) [23]

Fig. 4 TEM images of (a) carbon (soot) and (b) ash nanostructures of PMs.
The mass conversion during oxidation of their oxidizable PM was also analyzed using the TGA. Figures 6a and 6b show the particulate mass conversion and conversion rate, respectively, with respect to time. The mass of particulate emitted from the diesel engine decreased faster than that from the diesel fuel lamp. There are two peak of mass decreasing rate for PM emitted from the diesel engine, whereas, only one peak of PM mass decreasing rate for the diesel fuel lamp—which very high purity of carbon compared to that on the diesel engine.

The particulate conversion curves may be divided into three regions. In the first region, from 50 °C to 100 °C, it can be considered the evaporation of water molecules. In the second region, from 100 °C to 450 °C, that is assumed to be hydrocarbon oxidation. In the third region, from 450 °C to 700 °C, that is assumed to be carbon oxidation. In this region, the weight of particulate is decreased larger than that of moisture and hydrocarbon regions.

Figure 7a shows the Arrhenius plots used to obtain the apparent activation energy for the lamp’s PM oxidation. The Arrhenius plots of PM emitted from the lamp may be divided into two regions. In the first region, as shows in the temperature of 425 to 515 °C, the activation energy is 139.4 kJ/mol. It can attribute to the reaction between strong bonding of hydrocarbon and oxygen. In the second region, shows as the temperature above 515 °C, the activation energy is 218.9 kJ/mol. It can attribute to the reaction between carbon and oxygen.

Table 1 summarizes the apparent activation energy of each PM oxidation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PM Type</th>
<th>E_a (kJ/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lamp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine</td>
<td>&lt;425 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>425-515 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;515 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Apparent activation energy calculated from oxidation rate of each PM.
Fig. 7 Arrhenius plot of (a) particulates emitted by (a) lamp and (b) engine.

4. Conclusion

1. Nanostructures of pure carbon inside diesel lamp and diesel engine PMs are very similar, even though, some part of soot was agglomerated with ash, which included lubricant oil of diesel engine.

2. The mass fraction of carbon inside PM emitted from the diesel engine is smaller than that from the diesel fuel lamp, whereas the mass fraction of H was largest. As a result, particulate emitted by the diesel engine might be composed of largest amount of adsorbed SOF compared to that by the low temperature and pressure of diesel lamp diffusion flame.

3. Soluble organic fraction (SOF) emitted from an actual engine (incomplete combustion) might strongly affected the low temperature oxidation zone resulting in low apparent activation energy.

4. The strong carbon bonding of engine soot (high temperature and pressure operation) might strongly cause the oxidation apparent activation energy higher than that of lamp soot (low flame temperature and pressure).
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